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elements of analysis generated by the analysis engine and cal-
culates an aggregate threat score based on that data.

MRC’s road map includes incremental improvements such 
as refining the threat scoring algorithms, usability improve-
ments, and perhaps the potential for expanding the criteria 
investigated. Mandiant is happy to receive community feed-
back to help set the direction of their next release. 

MRC techniques will find a home in a pending commercial 
product, as part of the IR/acquisition features in Mandiant 
Intelligent Response.

MRC can be used under a free license, but there are restric-
tions on reverse engineering or extending the product and re-
sale.  Mandiant has considered some open source models for 
some of their work, but have not yet taken that direction.�

Entropy
Analysis of entropy, the measure of disorder and random-
ness, as it relates to malware, is a focus seemingly unique to 
MRC. Malware often makes use of encrypted, compressed, or 
obfuscated (depending on the method of obfuscation) data, 
and as such, its entropy tends to be higher than that of “struc-
tured” data, such as user-generated documents and well 
known computer programs. MRC approaches the identifica-
tion of these attributes as follows, using Shannon Entropy:10

A file is opened and the bytes read in to calculate a 
global entropy value for the entire file. 

MRC then divides the file into overlapping samples 
and calculates the entropy across them. For argu-
ments sake, assume a file of size X is divided into n 
samples of size Y. 

The mean and standard deviation of all entropy val-
ues from all samples is calculated. The overall entropy 
for the input file is derived by taking the mean and 
adding one standard deviation to it. This value is re-
ferred to as the Sample Source Entropy. 

Sample Source Entropy and Global Entropy are com-
pared to a threshold. This threshold is an empirically 

� Dave Merkel, MANDIANT

10 C.E. Shannon,  “A Mathematical Theory of Communication,” http://cm.bell-labs.
com/cm/ms/what/shannonday/shannon1�48.pdf.
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Prerequisites
Windows XP or higher console use 
Windows 2000 or higher for agent use 
Microsoft .NET 2.0 framework for the MRC console1 
PsTools for remote agent deployment2  
Helix for a trusted toolkit�

Similar Projects
RAPIER �.24 
CWSandbox�  
Norman Malware Sandbox Analyzer� 

MANDIANT Red Curtain� (MRC) is free software 
for incident responders that takes analysis of mal-
ware to a different level; beyond expected norms 

you might say.  MRC examines executable files to establish 
how suspicious they are based on a set of criteria, including 
review of multiple aspects of an executable, for things such as 
entropy (more on this below), indications of packing, compil-
er and packing signatures, the presence of digital signatures, 
and other characteristics used to generate a threat “score.”  
This score is then used to determine whether files are worthy 
of further investigation.8

MRC includes an analysis engine and a data presentation 
layer.  The engine reads in the file to be analyzed, using the 
data within the file to calculate the Shannon Entropy across 
a series of overlapping windows of file segments. The engine 
also reviews additional aspects of the file, such as the permis-
sions associated with various sections of the file, and whether 
or not the file has a valid, trusted digital signature applied 
to it.  This data is then fed to the presentation layer, which 
organizes it for display to the user.  It also takes the various 

1 www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=08��eacb-4��2-4b0d-8edd-
aab1�c�e04f�&displaylang=en

2 www.microsoft.com/technet/sysinternals/Utilities/PsTools.mspx

� http://e-fense.com/helix

4 http://code.google.com/p/rapier/ Free

� www.cwsandbox.org/ Varied licensing

� www.norman.com/Product/Sandbox-products/en-us  Commercial

� www.mandiant.com/mrc

8 www.mandiant.com/mrc
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derived value between 0 and 1. If either entropy value 
is greater than the threshold, the data block is deter-
mined to be entropic, and therefore potentially inter-
esting.11 

“That’s really interesting, but what the %#*& are you talking 
about, Russ?”  Let me simplify. Entropic theory is applicable 
across many scientific practices, not just computer science, 
and is best explained by Dr. Thomas Schneider in “Informa-
tion Is Not Entropy, Information Is Not Uncertainty!” as it 
pertains to biology.

“Shannon called his measure not only the entropy but also 
the “uncertainty.” I prefer this term because it does not have 
physical units associated with it. If you correlate information 
with uncertainty, then you get into deep trouble. Suppose that 
information ~ uncertainty, but since they have almost identi-
cal formulae, uncertainty ~ physical entropy, so information ~ 
physical entropy. BUT as a system gets more random, its en-
tropy goes up, randomness ~ physical entropy, so information 
~ physical randomness. 

How could that be? Information is the very opposite of ran-
domness! The confusion comes from neglecting to do a sub-
traction: Information is always a measure of the decrease of 
uncertainty at a receiver (or molecular machine).”12

If you subscribe to the claim that “information is always a 
measure of the decrease of uncertainty,” you will not only 
grasp the concept that drives MRC’s methodology, but one 
of the underlying fundamentals of malware research, or for 
all intents and purposes, incident handling in general. Elimi-
nate uncertainty and you will be more readily able to build an 
effective response.

Installation
MRC installation is point and click so long as .NET 2.0 is 
already installed. If you do not have it on board, the installer 
will assist in its installation.

Use
I typically use MRC in two situations. The first is as part of 
my live response toolkit for analysis of suspect hosts. The 
second is as part of my malware research sandbox, installed 
on Windows virtual machines destined for intentional infec-
tion with a variety of malware. As with any malware analysis 
under sandbox conditions, ensure you are operating in con-
firmed isolation where you will do no harm to production or 
critical systems.

If reviewing live suspect hosts, there are some recommended 
steps to include as part of your procedure. If we assume pre-
scribed methodology remember your goals include steps to: 

Identify and analyze

Contain

11 “The Entropy of Evil,” Mandiant Red Curtain User Guide, section 2.2.

12 Dr. Thomas D. Schneider, “Information Is Not Entropy, Information Is Not Uncer-
tainty!” http://www.lecb.ncifcrf.gov/~toms/information.is.not.uncertainty.html.

•
•

Eradicate

Recover

Prevent

Incident handlers are not likely to benefit from the same time 
allotment that may be afforded forensic investigators, given 
that information must be acquired quickly in order to estab-
lish an enterprise response. Tools like MRC provide ample 
assistance in that endeavor. 

MRC can be used directly on the suspect host, but remember 
the .NET 2.0 framework must be installed.

Assuming you have the appropriate permissions to do so, I 
suggest running the MRC agent on the suspect host remotely, 
and analyzing its output on your workstation. Building the 
agent package is very simple. File -> New -> Deploy Scanning 
Agent will prepare the files you need to copy to the suspect 
host you are investigating.

A quick tip to consider as part of your incident response rep-
ertoire: only rely on trusted tools. If a system has been com-
promised, what guarantees do you have that it has not been 
rooted or that common system executables have not been re-
placed? This is most easily overcome via reliance on a trusted 
toolkit like the Helix distribution. 

To deploy and execute the scanning with a trusted cmd.exe 
from your Helix distribution, make use of PsExec from Sys-
Internals and do as follows:

Create scanning agent files with MRC.

Copy scanning agent files to suspect host.

Share your local CD drive as cdrom.

psexec -u <admin acct> -p <password> \\<victim 
host ip> net use x: \\ <localhost ip\cdrom>

psexec –w x: \IR\xp -u <admin acct> -p <password> 
\\<victim host ip> x: \IR\xp\cmd.exe

Now on victim host, issue MRCAgent.exe epcom-
pilersigs.dat eppackersigs.dat roam-
ingsigs -r c:\windows output.xml

Copy output.xml back to your workstation and 
open output.xml in the MRC console.

I make an assumption in my execution of MRCAgent, spe-
cifically the likely location of a malicious file on a suspect 
Windows XP host. Scan C:\WINDOWS if you want to cover 
the vast majority of probable locations and not risk missing 
anything. But you will note that the scan time is a lot longer 
than if you specified just C:\WINDOWS\system�2 or C:\
WINDOWS\system (common playgrounds for evil). 

Analysis
Here is where the benefits of MRC really come to play. The 
first example shows an immediate and obvious response from 
MRC, where the findings are clearly delineated by a high en-
tropy score for wkssvc.exe. Thanks to instant gratification 

•
•
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from MRC (see Figure 1), I grabbed wkssvc.exe out of 
C:\WINDOWS, fed it to Virustotal, and quickly determined 
that the suspect host had an SDBot variant onboard.

ometimes, the results from MRC output may not be as obvi-
ous as those seen in Figure 1, but paying close attention to 
details will still provide you with invaluable feedback if prop-
erly interpreted. Consider Figure 2.

A pretty red alert with a high score did not pop right to the 
top of my console, let alone a yellow, medium score. In fact, 
when sorting by score, nothing of interest presented itself. 
But sorting by Anomaly Count painted a different picture. 
Winadll.exe, found in C:\WINDOWS\system�2 showed 
three anomalies, including checksum_is_zero, contains_eof_
data, and incorrect_imageSize. Aha…clue number one. The 
Entry Point Signature also refers to Borland Delphi as op-
posed to MS Visual C++…clue number two. Finally, check-
ing MAC times on winadll.exe (and the fact that I know 
it has no business in system�2) led me to a super-sleuth con-
clusion…winadll.exe must be malware! As I prove on a 
daily basis, you do NOT need to be a rocket scientist to go 
bug hunting and find your quarry. Virustotal confirmed 
my magical powers of deduction and advised that I was the 
proud owner of approximately the 1�,224th variant of Gao-
bot. In all seriousness, MRC directly contributed to identi-
fying winadll.exe as worthy of further investigation and 

likely halved my response and analysis time in this particular 
investigation.

Benefits and drawbacks
Toolsmith is not prone to bringing you discussion of tools 
with any real drawbacks (this stuff is meant to be useful, after 
all), and MRC is no exception. The addition of software that 
readily aids in the identification of malware can only be seen 
as beneficial. 

The prospect of extended functionality in pending releases 
nullifies any perceived drawbacks as far as I am concerned.

In conclusion
Remember our discussion of trusted tools, and conduct mal-
ware analysis in an isolated environment as often as possible. 
Additionally, enhance, refine, and practice with your incident 
response toolkit. Your real response will be all the more suc-
cessful when the time comes. The addition of MRC to your 
toolkit will further guarantee that success.

Cheers…until next month.
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